Abstract. We consider search trees under time-varying access probabilities. Let S {B1, Bn} and let p be the number of accesses to object Bi up to time t, W t= p. We introduce D-trees with the following properties.
1. Introduction. "One of the popular methods for retrieving information by its 'name' is to store the names in a binary tree. We are given n names B1, B2, , B, and 2 n + 1 frequencies/31, ,/3,, a0, , aN with Y/3i + a- 1. Here/3j is the frequency of encountering name Bi and % is the frequency of encountering a name which lies between Bj and B.+I, a0 and a, have obvious interpretations." [13] .
A binary search tree T is a tree with n interior nodes (nodes having two sons), which we denote by circles, and n + 1 leaves, which we denote by squares. The interior nodes are labeled by the Bi in increasing order from left to right and the leaves are labeled by the intervals (Bj, Bj+I) in increasing order from left to right. Let b be the distance of interior node B; from the root and let a be the distance of leaf (Bj, Bj+I) from the root. To retrieve a name X, b + 1 comparisons are needed if X-B and a comparisons are required if Bi < X < Bj+I. Therefore we define the weighted path length of tree T as P Z i(bi + 1)+ Z ajai. =1 j=o A large number of papers have been written on the subject of constructing optimal or nearly optimal binary search trees [3] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [21] . We quote two results:
It is possible to construct a tree T, in time linear in the number of nodes, such that and bi =< log 1//3i aj log 1/aj + 2 [7] , [17] , [18] . Furthermore In many applications the access frequencies are (a) not known in advance (b) changing over time and therefore (nearly) optimal binary trees are not readily applicable. In this paper we introduce D-trees (dynamic-trees) in an attempt to resolve this difficulty and thus answer a challenge of Knuth 1. The tree is always nearly optimal, i.e. a search for X Bi (X (B, B.+I)) can be carried out in time O(log 1 //3 ) (O(log 1 / )).
2. The time needed to update the tree structure is at most proportional to search time. This is achieved by restricting updating to the path from the root to the node (leaf) searched for.
3. New names can be inserted in time O(min (n, log W)). In 2 we review some facts about weight-balanced trees [20] . In 3 we introduce D-trees and show properties 1 and 2 above. In 4 we give an alternate definition and work out some of its properties. Section In the next section we adapt weight-balanced trees to binary search trees.
3. D-Trees: The basic scheme. In this section we restrict the discussion to the case in which only searches for the leaves of a binary search tree are performed. Let qj be the number of searches for some X (Bj, B/I), 0<= j <= n, performed up to now and let W q be the total number of searches performed so far. We assume q0 q,, 1 to avoid some technical difficulties. This can always be achieved by adding two extra names. From now on a is fixed, 0 < c -_< 1 -x//2.
Let T be a tree in BB[a] with W leaves. The leaves of T are labeled from left to right according to the following rule. The first q0 leaves are labeled with (., B1), the next ql leaves are labeled with (B1, B2),'''. The idea of duplicating leaves appears implicitly in [17] and explicitly in [15] . In general, the j-joint is not a -node. If it is, then there is just one j-node. Figure 2 shows the relative position of j-nodes and the j-joint. Before we describe the searching in and updating of our tree structure we have to say more about the information stored in the nodes.
1. All proper descendants of j-nodes are pruned. is not required (cf. 6). Suppose now that we search for some X6 (Bj, Bj+I). We descend the tree as directed by the queries and end up in the active j-node. As we descend, the thickness of every node encountered during the descent is increased by one. Then we ascend and rebalance the trees as in the case of trees of bounded balance a. Three new problems arise. Assume that we reach node w from its right son v. Then we searched below v. The thickness of w and v were both increased by 1 . If the root balance p(w) (th (w)-th (v))/th (w) is less than a then we have to rebalance the tree. We treat the case of a rotation and leave the case of a double rotation for the reader. Rotation Problem 1. v is a j-node for some j (see Fig. 4 ). Then We summarize the discussion. We use trees of bounded balance in order to implement search trees. The depth of the active ]-node is always less than ca log 1/a + c2 for some small constants C and c2. Here, a is the relative frequency of leaf (B, B]+I) at time t. Updating is restricted to the path from the root to the active j-node. In each node of the path a constant amount of work is necessary. Thus searching and updating the structure can be performed in time O(log 1/c). [8] , [14] , [18] .
(c) Suppose there are j-nodes Vl,'", v of thickness q),..., q) respectively. 1 of these -nodes are to the left of the -joint. Among these has maximal depth and v, has minimal depth. Let w be the father of 1. Then th(v,)/th(w) and hence th (w) q(k')/a qi/a. Furthermore 1 q()= th (Vl). The depth of node v in the tree with root w is bounded above by c log (th (w)/th (va))+ c2. (Lemma 1). Vl has depth kl. Thus kl Cl log th (w)+ c2 c log qi/a + c2. From this we conclude that the number of j-nodes is d log qi+ d2 for suitable constants da and d2. Hence the total number of j-nodes, 0 j n, is dl" logq+d2(n+l) j=0 d n log W + d2(n + 1). Since the j-nodes are the leaves of the D-tree the total number of nodes is O(n(1 + log W)).
Example. Figure 5 shows a D-tree for the distribution (q0, ql, q2, q3, q4) (2, 3, 1, 8, 2) based on a tree in BB [ 1/4] . The j-nodes are indicated by square boxes, the active j-nodes are underlined, the thickness of the j-nodes is written on top of them and finally the distribution of the j-leaves with respect to the j-joints is written on top of the joint nodes. Of course, search time could be improved by ensuring that the active j-node is always a j-node of minimal depth. This leads to the following alternate definition of active j-node. DEFINITION (alternate definition of active j-node). Exactly one of the j-nodes is active. The active j-node is a j-node of minimal depth. Because of the fact that P >=H(ao," , a,) ( [8] , [14] , [18] 
(1/ce) (%., + + ce).
The implementation of D-trees with the alternate definition of active nodes is considerably more difficult than the one suggested in 3. This comes from the following fact: With the old definition of active j-node a different j-node can become active after a transformation only if the distribution of the j-leaves with respect to the j-joint changes. This can only be the case if the j-joint node is involved in the rotation or double rotation. However, this is no longer true for the modified definition of active j-node. A different j-node may become active if the distance of some j-node to the j-joint changes. This can happen even if the j-joint is not involved in the tree transformation but rather the transformation takes place far below the joint node. This forces us to include some additional information in a D-tree.
For every j (0 _-< j =< n): The j-nodes and the j-joint are kept in a doubly linked list in symmetric order. With each link of the list we associate the distance of the j-node (if the j-node is of minimal depth) or the distance to the father of the j-node above. Figure 8 shows the D-tree of Fig. 5 If either v or w was the j-joint before the rotation then w is the j-joint afterwards.
In either case we insert Wl, w2 (and maybe w) into the proper place of the doubly linked list of j-nodes. The rotation demotes u by one level. This might cause a node below u to become inactive. Let (B, B.+ 1) be the leftmost leaf below u and let x be the first node on the R-list. Three cases may occur (see Fig. 11 ).
FIG. 11
(a) x is the j-joint. Then we increase the number associated with the link from x to the j-node below u by 1. Then we compare the number with the number associated with the link to the left and change the query assigned to x if necessary. Note that this will direct future accesses to X (B i, B/+I) to the newly active j-node.
(b) The other subtree of x is an j-node. Then we increase the distance from this j-node to the j-node below u by 1.
(c) Neither of above. Then the active j-node is also below u and we have nothing to do. This finishes Case 2.1. We delete v from the stack and the R-and L-list (whichever it is on) and ascend.
Note that w is not a j-node for any j after the rotation is performed. This shows that Case 2.1 occurs only in the first step of the ascent.
Case 2.2. w is not a j-node. We have Fig. 12 . If p(w)<=(1-2a)/(1-a) then we perform a rotation, otherwise a double rotation. Since a double rotation is just two rotations we only have to treat the case of a rotation. A rotation about v demotes subtree a one level and promotes subtree b one level. Hence we have to go through the routine described above for the left-and rightmost leaves of subtrees a and b. We also have to distinguish whether u is a j-node for some j or not. The details are left to the reader.
FG. 12 We summarize the discussion. Modifications of the tree structure are limited to the path of search. In each node of that path a constant amount of work is required. Hence update time is proportional to search time. Theorem 1 is true even for the modified definition of active nodes.
5. Compact D-trees. The tree structure of 3 achieves one main goal: search time is logarithmically bounded and update time is proportional to search time. However, our solution might use O(n. log W) storage cells. In addition, the depth of a node, though being bounded by O(log Wt/q), can be arbitrarily large compared to n.
Consider the case that q 1 for all and W becomes large.
However, most of the nodes are only present to make rebalancing and bookkeeping easy to explain. In this section we propose a compact version of the tree structure. It exhibits the same search time and update behavior as the basic structure of 3; in addition, it requires only O(n) storage cells and permits a linear time construction. Also the depth of the active j-node is bounded by O(min (n, log Wt/q)).
We obtain a compact tree from a D-tree in the sense of 3, which we call an extended tree from now on, by node deletion and path compression. The compact tree is formed by the query nodes which contain active nodes in both subtrees, the joint nodes and the active nodes. All other nodes are deleted. Applying this process to the tree of Fig. 5 yields Fig. 13 .
We remember the deleted nodes by storing expressions of the form [number, number] along the compressed edges. For example between the node B4 and the active 4-node we deleted two left subtrees representing a total number of 3 leaves labeled (B3, B4) and no leaves labeled (B4, ). We denote this by the expression [3, 0] The left (right) subtrees along the path from x to y contain no active node and hence at most two kinds of leaves. Their respective numbers are stored in the expressions [11, 12] , It1, r2]. The above comment about the meaning of nl, n2 holds analogously.
Note also that more than one extended tree may be represented by the same compact tree. For example, the compact tree of Fig. 13 above also represents the tree whose right subtree looks like Fig. 14 Suppose that the (j + 1)-joint is to the right of y. Then k 1 j + 1 and there is only one active descendant of y. Hence y is either the (j + 1)-joint or the active (j + 1)-node. In the first case we have a contradiction since w was supposed to be the (j + 1)-joint. In the latter case r2 0 and hence rl 0. In the extended tree the path from x to y has k _>-1 left subtrees. All of them have to contain j-leaves because otherwise y would not be a Note as a consequence of Lemma 2 that at most two of the 4 numbers stored in the labels of an edge can be #0. This reduces the space requirement of compact trees somewhat. The crucial observation is that the conditions of Lemma 2 are strong enough to characterize compact D-trees. Let T be a compact D-tree. In particular, the edge labels of T satisfy Lemma 2. We want to construct an extended D-tree T such that compacting T gives Tc. The It is also easy to see that the joint nodes of the compact tree are still joint nodes of the extended tree. Let x be the/'-joint in the compact tree. It follows from 2.3) and 2.4)
of Lemma 2 that the/'-joint in the extended tree cannot be below x. Hence x is the -joint in the extended tree.
Finally, consider the active j-node z in the compact tree. We want to show that z is the active -node in the extended tree obtained by the expansion process. Certainly z is on that side of the j-joint which contains >=q/2 of the -leaves (by 2.5)). Hence if z were not active in the extended tree then there must be a -node of smaller depth on the same side of the/'-joint. Since this -node does not exist in the compact tree, it was constructed during the expansion process. Hence there must be an edge x in the compact tree such that the active j-node is the leftmost active descendant of y and 12 0 or it is the rightmost active descendant of y and rl 0. In either case y is the active j-node (2.1) or 2.2) of Lemma 2) and either rl + r2 0 or 11 + 12 0. We treated the case 11 + 12 0, r 0 of the expansion process in detail above. It does not introduce any j-nodes of smaller depth than y.
LEMMA 3. Let T be a compact D-tree. The expansion process applied to T yields an extended D-tree T.
Proot Proof is by the discussion above.
Another property of the expansion process is useful in the sequel. Expansions can be done locally, i.e., knowing the edge label and the thickness of the end point permits proper expansion of an edge. Furthermore, it is possible to expand an edge partially, say, only to generate father and grandfather of the end point y and son and grandson of the starting point x.
We are now able to describe the searching process in compact D-trees. Assume we search for some X (B, B+I). We descend the tree as directed by the queries and end up in the active j-node. The nodes passed during the descent are stacked, their thickness is increased by one and they are entered into an R-list and L-list as described in 4.
Then we ascend. Suppose without loss of generality we reach node x from its right son y. Two things can happen which require an action. Either the edge label of the edge from x to y does not satisfy Lemma 2 any more or node x has gone out of balance or both.
Case 1. The label of the edge from x to y does not satisfy Lemma 2 any longer. Experiments of the following form were carried out. Starting with an arbitrary tree, searches were performed according to a fixed probability distribution. After some number of searches the weighted path length PD of the D-tree was computed and compared with the weighted path length Popt of an optimal tree for the fixed underlying probability distribution. The optimal tree was constructed by means of the Hu and Tucker algorithm. Two probability distributions were used. Table 2 shows the statistics for the same initial tree, but different values of a. The second distribution was used. In Table 2 deviation is written to abbreviate (PD--Popt)/Popt" 100. The examples in the tables show that the weighted path length of the compact D-tree approaches the weighted path length of the optimum tree quite rapidly. They also show that the overhead for maintaining the D-tree is not very large. The maximal number of rotations and double rotations in the first 5000 searches were 370. It is interesting to observe here that Blum and Mehlhorn [24] have shown that at most c n rotations and double rotations suffice to perform n insertions and deletions on an initially empty BB[a] tree. c is a constant independent of n. This is in sharp contrast to the self-organizing binary search trees proposed by Allan 3) Each node of the TRIE is represented by a binary search tree (Clampett [4] ). In a node w otthe TRIE this tree contains those characters a Y,, such that wa is a prefix of some key. Identification of a character is by tree searching. This method is a compromise in speed and space requirement.
There is no a priori reason why the identification of characters has to proceed from left to right; any order will do. Comer and Sethi [5] show that it is NP-complete to find the ordering which minimizes average search time under implementation 1. However, with respect to implementation 3 and nearly optimal average search time, all orderings will do. Let S {B1, , B,,} be the set of keys and suppose all keys are of equal length m. For a string w Y_,* let Pw I{B w is a prefix of Bi}l.
We represent a node w of a TRIE by a D-Tree (or any other kind of nearly optimal search tree) for the distribution {Pwa', a5}. A key B= ala,.", aim is identified by successively identifying the character ak in the tree corresponding to the node a, , ai(k-)of the tree. It takes time O(ca log Pa, a,...,a,t-)/Pa,a,...,a,: + C2) to identify ag where ca, c2 only depend on the balance parameter (cf. Lemma 2) . Hence B can be identified in time O(c log p/p,,....,,,,., + c2" m) O(ca log n + c2m). Since log n comparisons are required in any scheme based on comparisons with binary outcome and every character of the input has to be inspected we have nearly optimal TRIES under implementation 3. This problem is discussed in greater detail in Fredman [7] and Grittier, Mehlhorn, Schneider and Wernet [10] .
We We restricted our discussion to keys of uniform length and equal probability. The results are readily extended to the general case [19] . 9 . Conclusion. We introduced D-trees as an extension of weight-balanced trees. D-trees permit near optimal access under time-varying access probabilities. More precisely, let p be the number of accesses to object B and let W be the total number of accesses up to time to. Then at time to an access to object B can be performed with c. log(W/p)+c2 comparisons between keys for some small constants c,c:z.
Furthermore, updating the tree structure is limited to the path of search and takes time O(c log W/p + c2). On the average only a constant amount of work is required [20] , [24] . 
